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In this paper we investigate the mutual shaping between social 
network platforms and social interactions by developing a 
taxonomy of relevant affordances. More broadly, this taxonomy 
will eventually serve to answer the question: which platform 
affordances influence norm building behaviour in groups? The 
relevant affordances we identified are ‘network interactions’, 
‘interventions’, ‘ephemerality’ and ‘visibility’. These 
affordances are complementary to 3 of boyd’s (2010) structural 
affordances of networked publics. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
The offline and online spaces humans interact in defines their 
interactions to a great degree. This is primarily due to 
affordances. Affordances guides the relationship between an 
individual and its environment. Affordances are key to 
understanding what a social network platform allows its users 
(not) to do.  Many scholars have been researching and 
theorising the concept of affordances [1][2][3][4][5] 
[6][7][8]. In this paper we aim to understand how social 
network platform affordances influence group dynamics. 
Groups are understood here as clusters of individuals that 
influence each other’s behaviour by sharing information. The 
need to look at ‘groups’ in this paper is influenced by the 
perspective that ‘the whole is not the same as the sum of its 
parts’. This perspective, also called ‘emergence’, was first 
ascribed to Aristotle, and means that constitutive 
characteristics of a group (the whole) are not explainable 
from the sum of the characteristics of isolated parts. Instead 
of looking at the individual drives of parts of a group, we will 
look at how the dynamics of a group as a whole change, 
evolve and are influenced by its parts. Social network 
platforms have developed several modalities for individuals 
to connect online and belong to groups. We will look at the 
affordances that influence group interactions and guide the 
establishment and enforcement of norms in groups. The 
taxonomy that will come out of this research can serve to 
reformulate questions about contentious topics like ‘echo 
chambers’, which are understood as highly polarised clusters 
of individuals [9], but also harassment campaigns and the 
spread of harmful content like disinformation or hate speech. 

II. CONTEXTUALISATION AND THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
This paper will focus on the affordances of social network 
platforms. The definition we will follow for these platforms 
is the Social Network Sites (SNS) definition by boyd & 
Ellison [10] that was later refined by Ellison & boyd [10, 
p.157]. They defined SNS as ‘a networked communication 
platform in which participants 1) have uniquely identifiable 
profiles that consist of user-supplied content, content 
provided by other users, and/or system-provided data; 2) can 
publicly articulate connections that can be viewed and 
traversed by others; and 3) can consume, produce, and/or 
interact with streams of user generated content provided by 
their connections on the site’. Given the increased 
platformisation [12] of Social Network Sites, we have 
decided to use the broader term “social network platforms”, 
hereinafter referred to as ‘platforms’. By ‘platformisation’, 
we understand that the earlier social network sites have 
become their own micro-cosmoses on the internet, taking 
various shapes as digital platforms and mobile messaging 
apps [13]. The notion of affordances provides the suitable 
conceptual lens for this study on user interactions and group 
dynamics on social network platforms. 
 
The concept of ‘affordance’ is generally used to describe 
what material artifacts such as media technologies allow 
people to do [8]. Our suggested taxonomy highlights which 
affordances are relevant in shaping group interactions.  
 
Drawing from James Carey [14], we regard communication 
as a ritual process, meaning communication shapes the shared 
beliefs of the groups it circulates in and influences the 
behaviour of members of the group. This is also the 
understanding of social psychologists, who theorised that 
human opinions are influenced to a certain degree by the 
group they belong to [15][16][17]. These groups are 
delineated by symbolic boundaries based on real or imagined 
moral criteria [18], which we call ‘norms’. Norms determine 
what a particular community finds acceptable or problematic, 
and are formed by the perception of a consensus among group 
members [19][17]. We posit that the way affordances 
structure the borders around a group and grant hierarchical 



 

 

roles to individual users has an impact on norm building and 
behaviour changes in groups. 
An emerging field of cross-platform analyses confirms that 
platform specificity plays a role in group dynamics. Rossini 
et al. [20] for example found how social corrections of 
misinformation occur differently on WhatsApp versus 
Facebook, where corrections of misinformation are more 
positively associated on WhatsApp due to its intimate setting. 
Massanari [21] found how Reddit’s karma system of upvotes 
creates toxic technocultures, a finding that was supported by 
Gaudette et al. which showed that upvoting system created 
in- and out-groups on Reddit [22]. There is however not an 
overarching language to discern which elements of the 
platforms are relevant for such cross-platform analyses of the 
impact of affordances. This paper offers the possible 
foundation for such a language, by proposing a taxonomy that 
is platform agnostic.  

III. PROPOSAL FOR NEW AFFORDANCES FRAMEWORK 
The taxonomy developed in this paper proposes an 
exhaustive classification framework of affordances, 
exemplified with specific platform features. The taxonomy 
starts off from boyd’s structural affordances of networked 
publics[5]. In contrast to unmediated publics, ‘networked 
publics’ are defined by boyd [5 p.42] as publics that are 
restructured by networked technologies. The latter introduces 
new possibilities for interaction and distinct affordances that 
shape how people engage within these environments. Boyd 
thereby identifies four affordances for amplifying, recording, 
and spreading information and social acts within networked 
publics: persistence, replicability, scalability and 
searchability.  These affordances were mostly based on social 
network sites that focused on the creation of profiles and 
connections through friend lists [10]. As Ellison and boyd 
[10, p.152] already observed a few years later on web 2.0., 
‘The technical affordances that define a social network site 
have become increasingly fluid’, acknowledging that the 
social interaction opportunities have evolved. 
 
Boyd’s 2010 work is still a constitutive seminal work, but due 
to the rapid digital evolution in the past decade, we observe 
the need for an adaptation of the original structural 
affordances in order to adequately interpret social 
interactions of networked publics in current-day and future 
social network platforms. Based on desk research of roughly 
29 social network platforms 1  we propose complementary 
interpretations of affordances that focus on norm building 
within the ‘networked publics’. We propose the introduction 
of ‘network interaction’ and ‘intervention’ affordances to 
shed light on the people that are clustered together in a group 
within the networked publics, and the power individuals have 
in such interactions. We also propose to expand on the 
affordances ‘persistence’, ‘scalability’ and ‘searchability’ 

 
1 More in particular, we involve the following platforms in 
our desk research: 4chan, Clubhouse, Discord, Facebook, 
Goodreads, Google meet, Imgur, Instagram, Linkedin, 
Messenger, Microsoft Teams, Omegle, Pinterest, Quora, 
Reddit, Signal, Slack, Snapchat, Telegram, TikTok, Tumblr, 
Twitch, Twitter, WebEx, WhatsApp, Yelp, Youtube, Zello 
and Zoom. 

with the introduction of ‘ephemerality’ and ‘visibility’ to 
better fit the perspective of groups. 
 
Some of the platforms from the desk research serve as an 
illustration of the respective affordances. Our taxonomy is 
however platform-agnostic in order to focus on the defining 
affordances instead of particular digital platforms, as 
platforms and their affordances are continuously evolving. 
The affordances mentioned in this taxonomy can be seen as 
building blocks, of which a combination is often used within 
similar platforms. 
 
The description of the affordances is seen from the 
perspective of individuals in a group; the senders and 
receivers of a piece of content that are part of the 
communication process as Lasswell [22] and Shannon & 
Weaver [22] have originally described in their transmission 
models. 

A. Network Interactions 
Network interaction affordances are essential for group 
dynamics. Scholars like Granovetter [23] Newman, Barabasi 
& Watts [24] and Centola & Macy [25] have demonstrated 
how the structure of a social network can have important 
consequences for the diffusion of content and the emerging 
patterns of collective behaviour. This means that the structure 
of social networks and delineation of groups matters. In the 
mapping of the network interaction affordances, we make a 
distinction between one-to-one, n-to-many and many-to-
many interactions which is roughly based on the way data 
models are built for systems analysis [26].2 With n-to-many 
interactions, we make the distinction between connected and 
isolated interactions, and directed and undirected interactions 
which are based on the way graphs are used to represent 
networks [27]. In the many-to-many interactions, we try to 
draw a distinction between open and closed interactions 
which we define later. 
 

1) One-To-One 
Although seemingly less relevant for group interactions, it is 
important to mention the ‘one-to-one’ network interaction 
affordance, a simple sender-receiver interaction, as is 
common for all messaging apps, the basic SMS protocol and 
video/audio calls. Almost by its very nature it is private, as 
the ‘one-to-one’ element means no other senders or receivers 
have access to this interaction. There are possible ‘one-to-
one’ interactions where there is an audience, they are 
however categorized as a ‘two-to-many’ interaction that we 
will discuss below. 
 

2) N-To-Many 
Most profile-centred platforms are built with a one-to-many 
interaction affordances, meaning content travels from one 
profile to friends/followers/subscribers or any other 

2  Systems analysis is used to develop (computer-based) 
information systems. Data gets linked to one another based 
on a data model. The relationship of data in one database table 
with respect to another table is referred to as ‘cardinality’. 
Two tables can be related as “one-to-one”, "one-to-many", or 
"many-to-many" 



 

 

articulated connection as is described for Social Networking 
Sites [10, p.164]. These connections can also be one-sided (a 
sender does not need to ‘follow back’). One-to-many can also 
evolve into n-to-many interactions when there is the 
possibility for multiple senders. Key to this interactions is that 
it is mostly dominated by the (multiple) senders who are 
hierarchically superior, as they start (and can end) the 
interaction. Partially due to this hierarchy, receivers often 
form parasocial relations with the sender(s). Parasocial 
relations were originally described by mass media scholars 
Horton & Wohl [28]. They observed that when individuals 
are repeatedly exposed to a media persona, the individuals 
develop a sense of intimacy, perceived friendship, and 
identification. Chung & Cho [29] found that followers of 
influencers on social media were more likely to trust a 
product if it was endorsed by that influencer. The hierarchical 
superiority that the network interaction affordance grants to 
the sender can thus increase the social influence the sender 
has on its receivers. 
 
We identified several variations to the n-to-many network 
interaction affordance. We first distinguish between 
connected n-to-many interactions - where the (many) 
receivers can interact with each other - and isolated n-to-
many - where they cannot. 
 
The connected n-to-many network interaction affordance 
means any receiver can interact with the original sender(s), 
and this interaction is also seen by all the other receivers. All 
the receivers can therefore also interact with each other. 
Large profile-based social network platforms like Facebook, 
Youtube, Instagram, LinkedIn, Tumblr, Twitch,… typically 
have this affordance. When multiple senders can initiate the 
network interactions, it means that a profile owner can 
(co)create content with another sender or several other 
senders. They do this by inviting them on their digital 
‘platform’ where they still remain hierarchically superior to 
other receivers. This is the case for platforms like Twitch, 
Instagram Live, Zoom, Youtube... The description of ‘n-to-
many’ is used here to describe an undefined number of 
senders. 

 
Fig. 1. Connected one-to many, two-to many and n-to-many interactions 

Isolated n-to-many interactions happen when the ‘many’ 
receivers cannot interact with each other. They can only 
interact with the sender(s), but these interactions are isolated 
from other receivers; they cannot see nor join other sender-
receiver interactions. This is for example the case for legacy 
communication systems like e-mail, where the ‘Blind Carbon 
Copy’ (BCC) option is an isolated n-to-many interaction. 
When a sender puts all the receivers in BCC, they all receive 
the e-mail, but can only respond to the sender, and not the 

other receivers. This also happens in for example Snapchat, 
Instagram Stories or WhatsApp status updates. 

 
Fig. 2. Isolated one-to many, two-to many and n-to-many interactions 

We make a  further distinction with the direction of the 
communication. With  directed and isolated n-to-many 
interactions the receiver can only receive but not respond; 
the direction of the communication is set. In this case 
receivers cannot interact with other receivers nor with the 
sender. These type of network interaction affordances are 
mostly found in the ‘broadcast’ model of mass media like 
television or newspapers. It is also the case for most Telegram 
channels, where users can follow a channel and spread the 
content, but not interact with it on the channel. This is why 
Telegram channels serve as a depository and content 
amplifier. Clubhouse and Twitter Spaces are almost entirely 
directed as well. The only ‘interaction’ the receivers have is 
to show applause, or make a request to become part of the ‘n’ 
and join the broadcast. 

 

Fig. 3. Directed and isolated one-to many, two-to many and n-to-many 
interactions 

3) Many-To-Many 
Many-to-many interactions are usually the ones most 
recognized as a “group” interaction. They primarily differ 
from the one-to-many in the sense that they do not take place 
on someone’s profile or personal space, but in a ‘neutral’ 
zone on the platform that belongs to the group. There is no 
hierarchy among all the senders and receivers in terms of 
interaction possibilities. When a member shares content in 
the many-to-many interaction, all members can potentially 
see and respond to it, so there is also no isolated interaction 
within the group possible. 
 
Closed many-to-many interactions are ‘closed’ not because 
they are ‘private’ (although they can be) but because there is 
a clearly delineated space where people engage in this 
interaction. There is a barrier on the platform where you can 
be ‘in’ or ‘out’ of the interaction. Chat applications like 
WhatsApp, Messenger, Signal and Telegram have closed 
many-to-many interactions, as do chat platforms like 
Discord, Slack, Mattermost and Facebook Groups. While 



 

 

many-to-many interactions can have a lot of participants 
(Telegram can have groups up to 200,000 people, Discord up 
to 500,000 people) they are still closed as they are isolated 
from one another on the overall platform. Internally, many-
to-many interactions can have subdivisions leading to new 
many-to-many interactions. This is the case for generic 
bulletin boards systems and platforms like Discord or Slack. 

 
Fig. 4. Closed many-to-many interactions with subdivisions 

Content shared in a ‘closed many-to-many’ interaction can 
also reach group outsiders on the platform that are not 
initially a part of this ‘closed many-to-many’ interaction. 
They usually encounter this content on an algorithmically 
curated homepage, as is the case on platforms like Reddit and 
Quora. These are still categorized as ‘closed’ as a sender 
needs to select a group ‘space’ where the content is placed, 
and non-members are usually requested to abide by the norms 
of the group where the content was posted. 

 
Fig. 5. Closed many-to-many interactions reaching outsiders 

Open many-to-many interactions do not take place in 
specific space on the platform where a group is delimited with 
borders. The interaction takes place on a ‘communal space’ 
that can potentially be seen and participated in by anyone on 
the entire platform. This flattens the interaction into a single 
context, often leading to ‘collapsed contexts’. Boyd [30] 
defines the latter as spaces where a piece of content finds its 
way to audiences that have a different understanding of the 
original context. This is the case for content sharing platforms 
like Twitter, Imgur and Tiktok. There are some fleeting 
containers to confine a topic-based discussion, like hashtags 
but they do not draw a border around the interaction that 
delineates an in-and out-group. 

 

Fig. 6. Open many-to-many interactions 

Platforms often offer a hybrid model of different type of 
network interactions. For example, interaction on TikTok 
takes the form of a many-to-many interaction, but also have 
one-to-many interactions in the comment section. Twitter 
allows its users to restrict their profiles to followers, turning 
it into an one-to-many interaction, making it impossible for 
content to travel outside of the network of the user. 

B. Intervention 
Intervention affordances impact establishment and 
enforcement of norms in groups. Human behaviour is 
constantly guided by the perception of what is acceptable 
social behaviour. This perception is usually based on 
information about the norms of the community. If norms are 
formulated, or commonly understood by all participants in an 
interaction, they can be discovered by newcomers by 
observing individual behaviour or reading summary 
information about a group if it is available [31]. A user can 
also be informed of a norm when they break rules and are told 
this was a rule violation. Commenting enforces norms and 
builds norms where none are present yet. For example 
research on hate speech against Roma people has shown that 
counter speech was followed by an increase in the number of 
pro-Roma comments within the same comment threads [32]. 
Besides commenting, there are other ‘intervention’ 
affordances that provide users with agency. These impact 
who gets to participate in a network interaction and ultimately 
contribute to the norms. The hierarchy that the previous 
network interaction affordance establishes, matters for 
intervention affordances.  
 
In an n-to-many interaction, almost all the intervention 
affordances are reserved to the sender. The sender can first 
determine who the “many” are that can interact with them and 
how much they can see. Before an interaction has even taken 
place, a sender can determine to only show content to users 
with whom they have an articulated connection [11], meaning 
they have to be an (approved) friend/follower/ subscriber etc 
to see the content. During an interaction, senders can still 
remove someone from their selection of the ‘many’ by 
blocking them, or removing them from their articulated list of 
connections. In some instances, a sender can also restrict the 
interaction of a receiver by making it isolated, meaning their 
interactions is no longer seen by all the other receivers in a 
connected interaction.  
 
Closed many-to-many interactions afford a few intervention 
options to a few individuals usually called administrators or 
moderators. They serve as guards of the group interaction. 
They determine before an interaction how easy it is for a new 
member to join, which rules members must abide to and how 
open the interactions are for non-members. During an 
interaction they can remove or block participants. Platforms 
like Reddit also allow moderators to ‘restrict’ a user in the 
form of ‘shadowbanning’. This means any comment they 
make is not seen by other participants, making them a shadow 
or ghost in the group. Signalling to other participants that a 
piece of content has been removed or an account has had 
action taken against them, can impact the rest of the ‘many’ 
as it enforces community norms [33]. Transparency in 
moderation has a positive impact towards the users on whom 
an intervention is applied; Jhaver, Bruckman & Gilbert [34] 



 

 

found the odds of a future removal on Reddit would be 
reduced by 20.8 percent if explanations were provided for 
removals. 
 
In most open many-to-many interactions like Twitter, there 
are few intervention affordances available. The lack of a 
container to the interaction means there is no appointed 
moderator of the group interaction. The lack of hierarchy 
between the sender and receiver means the sender cannot 
predetermine who can be part of the interaction, unless they 
have options to change the network interaction to an n-to-
many.  
 
Other receivers in an interaction (both many-to-many and n-
to-many) do not have many intervention affordances besides 
commenting. Most platforms have introduced some variation 
of the infamous ‘like’ button that Facebook popularised and 
expanded it with a broader range of emotions [35]. There 
have been studies on the ‘affective reward’ this serves [36] 
and provides social cues of acceptance or disproval [37] [38]. 
Likes are also small acts of engagement as Picone et al. [39] 
describe, they require little investment but still represent a 
form of feedback. On platforms like Reddit and Youtube 
there are also downvoting/dislike buttons, creating a form of 
bottom-up moderation, since interactions with a bad voting 
score are reduced in visibility and signal to others that this 
content is not well-received. 
 
Users can also signal a need for intervention to the senders or 
moderators. If these do not wish to intervene or are not of the 
conviction that intervention is necessary, users can also report 
any type of content to the platform and delegate authority to 
the platform. The intervention affordances of platforms is 
well described by authors like Gillespie [40] who provides an 
overview of social media practices in the regulation of 
speech. Some known interventions for platforms are; de-
amplifying content, demonetising (removing the source of 
income through the platform), reducing visibility/ 
searchability; locking or blocking accounts. There is a lack of 
accountability or democratic oversight on those decisions 
made by the platforms. Helberger, Pierson & Poell [41] have 
described a proposal for a cooperative responsibility of 
platforms, users and public institutions for the governance of 
platforms to increase such accountability on interventions. 
 

C. Visibility 
Boyd [5] describes the spread of content through the 
‘scalability’ affordance. In it, she describes the possibility, 
not guarantee, of content to receive tremendous visibility in 
the networked publics. We agree with this analysis, but 
interpret this scalability also with the group interactions in 
mind; what affordances makes content become (more) visible 
inside and also outside of the initial group where the 
interaction took place? We therefore propose the ‘visibility’ 
affordance being complementary to boyd’s scalability. A 
spread of content can bring newcomers in an interaction that 
previously were not part of it, allowing them to challenge the 
norms of the group. Content can become visible to users 
because of platform algorithms,  and/or it can become visible 
because of other users.  
 

Platform algorithms are changing the agency of individuals 
in how the content and group interactions they are part of is 
ranked and becomes visible to them. As artificial intelligence 
becomes increasingly better at reading and predicting 
behaviour, the only agency left is undertaking a small act of 
engagement and feeding the algorithmic ranking preferences 
[42]. This trend might reverse soon, when legislation would 
obligate platforms to offer users the option to turn off their 
algorithmic ranking [43]. Algorithms also increasingly 
decide which ‘new’ content and interactions individuals 
encounter. For example with TikTok, the algorithm is 
primarily responsible for the content discovery, where the 
majority of receivers land on content without following the 
sender. This means that communities and the semblance of 
‘groups’ are increasingly moulded by algorithms, as seminal 
work by Beer [44] also notes. 
 
Content also spreads because users make the content visible 
to other users, regardless of algorithmic ranking. This is 
primarily supported through sharing features. Content can 
move from one-to-many interactions to other one-to-many 
interactions, when the receivers share content to their own 
network and become the sender themselves. This is where 
content and group interactions has the possibility to receive 
tremendous amount of visibility as it moves through the 
networked publics, as boyd [5] already described. It can also 
attract new members to the group interaction on a piece of 
content. These new members can challenge or contribute to 
the norms.  
 
Content can also move from one closed many-to-many 
interaction to another closed many-to-many interaction 
where there is no more lead back to the original interaction 
on the content. This can happen through shared membership 
of users in for example a WhatsApp group, Facebook group 
or Telegram group. This became a particularly problem in 
India, where the spread of misinformation on WhatsApp was 
associated with an increase in lynchings and vigilante 
violence [45]. An attempt to mitigate this was to limit sharing 
to 5 groups and limiting the ‘quick forward’ button on 
audiovisual posts. Melo et al. [46] found these measures to be 
ineffective in blocking the propagation of misinformation 
campaigns, although they acknowledged the measure could 
offer delays on the information spread. 

D. Ephemerality 
Boyd [5] called the affordance for how much captured 
content remains present ‘persistent’. She described the 
dynamic in the networked publics to be ‘persistent-by-
default, ephemeral-when-necessary’. After a decade of 
technological change, content also became ephemeral by 
default on some platforms. This has an impact on certain 
network interactions. It influences how interventions can be 
applied when there is no content to hold a user accountable 
over. We therefore reinterpret this affordance with the word 
“ephemerality” because it demonstrates the lack of capture 
and persistence of some content. 
 
A high degree of ephemerality is a key feature of video and 
audio calls, for example on platforms like Zoom and 
WhatsApp, but also for live sessions on platforms like 
Twitch, TikTok, Reddit, Instagram,... The content 



 

 

automatically disappears after it has been ‘opened’ (meaning 
it has reached eyeballs or ears). This affordance can be 
synchronous, meaning receivers need to be available in order 
to not have missed the content. Other platforms have this 
affordance as asynchronous. Much like in a spy movie where 
‘this message will now self-destruct’ after opening the 
message, content like a Snapchat message can disappear after 
it has been opened, and users can choose when to open it. The 
content can also disappear after x amount of time, regardless 
of its (un)opened status, like an automatic cleaning process, 
which is for instance the case for Instagram Stories (24 
hours), Slack channels (10,000 messages) and 4chan threads 
(they disappear after they are bumped to the last page of the 
board). Bernstein [47] described for example 4chan’s 
ephemeral design to function as a powerful selection machine 
for the production of attention-grabbing Internet memes. 
 
Content is usually not gone and lost forever on all these 
platforms, storage can be optional for the sender and/or 
receiver. Some platforms automatically notify sender and/or 
receiver when the ephemerality is changed, like when a 
screenshot is made of a Snapchat message, or the notification 
“this is being recorded” appears on Zoom. 
 
The less ephemerality in an interaction, the more it operates 
in what Castells [48] calls ‘timeless time’. Several 
interactions can take place at the same time, as well as at a 
much later stage than when the sender puts a piece of content 
out, making it de facto ‘asynchronous’. When content is 
stored somewhere by-default as boyd [5] describes, what 
matters is how retrievable the stored content becomes. 
Content that is publicly retrievable for decades but is very 
difficult to find, is its own type of ephemeral. Some platforms 
offer retrieval support for senders and/or receivers after it has 
opened the content. This retrieval support can be passive, for 
example with a watch history (Youtube, Reddit), or active 
through the use of bookmarks or other saving options. Some 
platforms do not offer retrieval support, except for the 
receiver’s memory and the platform’s search functions. 
Search functions are described by boyd [5] through the 
‘searchability’ affordance.  
A last element of ephemerality is content that disappears at 
an undetermined time. This happens when users or social 
network platforms remove content. It can happen 
automatically when the social networking site’s algorithmic 
moderation detects a piece of content to violates guidelines. 
It can happen after users flagged the content to the platform. 
It can be removed because senders and moderators used their 
intervention affordances, or sender can also remove their own 
content for personal reasons. 
 
Social network platforms of course also have unconscious 
degrees of ephemerality to save on storage space, or 
conversely have a low ephemerality when content is stored 
out of public sight for advertising purposes. This has been, 
among others, elaborated on by Zuboff’s [50] seminal work 
on surveillance capitalism. 
 

IV. DISCUSSION 
Mapping these affordances makes clear who can interact with 
whom, to which other users and content people can be 

exposed to and who has access to certain affordances to make 
interventions. These affordances affect social influence 
mechanisms and impact norm building in groups. They also 
show where the responsibilities lie in influencing group 
dynamics. 
 
A few findings from the mapping of these affordances:  

• A closed many-to-many interaction can provide a 
level of intimacy that strengthens the social identity 
of the members of the group. The container of the 
interaction allows them to easily identify as part of 
the group and fosters norm building. 

• Both in closed many-to-many interactions and 
connected n-to-many interactions can all 
participants influence group norms since their 
interaction is seen by all other members, as opposed 
to isolated n-to-many interactions. 

• In n-to-many and closed many-to-many 
interactions, there are actors who have more access 
to intervention affordances and thus carry a 
responsibility. 

• N-to-many interactions grant the sender(s) more 
power over establishing norms. They are 
hierarchically superior in the interaction as it takes 
place on ‘their’ space, and they have more 
intervention possibilities. 

• When an interaction does not take place on a 
specific space with borders, as is the case for open 
many-to-many interactions, there are very few 
normative constraints. Participants to the 
interactions have few intervention possibilities to 
establish or enforce norms apart from commenting.  

• Visibility affordances impact which new members 
are exposed to an interaction and are lured in to 
potentially influence norms. 

• Ephemerality can contribute to intimacy and impact 
who participates in norm building. Only those with 
their eyeballs regularly on the content are in the 
‘know’ and can potentially hold people in the 
interaction accountable. 

 
All these findings are the starting point for further research 
on how the mutual shaping takes place between this particular 
taxonomy of platform affordances on the one hand and the 
social interactions and the related norm building behaviour in 
the networked publics on the other hand. 

V. CONCLUSION 
The conceptualisations of affordances have usually included 
relational processes between individuals, but have often 
overlooked a group perspective. This means affordances that 
impact social influence and norm building have been under-
researched. We primarily focused on mapping the network 
interaction affordances in this taxonomy. These affordances 
structure communication in a one-to-one, n-to-many and 
many-to-many interactions, and impact which other users can 
see a certain interaction. Social network platforms have 
opened up the interaction opportunities for n-to-many 
broadcasting in a way that traditional mass-media models did 
not. Receivers can now potentially influence other members 
of the audience, which was previously limited. The way in 



 

 

which the intervention affordance applies differently 
depending on the type of network interactions provides a 
more concrete view on who is responsible for norm 
establishment and enforcement in a group. The expansion on 
boyd’s scalability, persistence and searchability affordances 
with visibility and ephemerality gives an enriched 
perspective on how these affordances apply to group 
dynamics. 
 
Our taxonomy attempts to offer a language to more precisely 
study the effects of certain platform on societal dynamics. It 
allows researchers to pinpoint the differences between 
platforms. With a more holistic perspective on the online 
information ecology, we can hopefully understand better how 
group dynamics evolve on social network platforms. 
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